CHECK YOUR HARD DISK BEFORE DAMAGE
HARD DISK MONITORING & ALERT APPLICATION

Introduction
It is a hard disk analyser application, Alert System of Hard Disk Errors, created to monitor the
hard disk status, temperature, performance and health. Moreover, it can reveal possible
problems, performance degradations and predict hard disk failures. By using this software, it is
possible to avoid data loss and hard disk damage. This Software show always your Hard Disk
Strength and approximate Life.
It is possible to display a symbol regarding the disk health on the tray icon also. It can be (perfect, in
case of high health value),
(poor, in case of low condition) or
(acceptable, between the two
thresholds). It is possible to select when the health symbol should be displayed - for example to display
only if the health is too low.

S.M.A.R.T.
S.M.A.R.T. (Self-Monitoring Analysis and Reporting Technology) is introduced by IBM. It was created to
monitor the disk status by using various methods and devices. A single ATA hard disk may have up to 30
such measured values (attributes). Some of them directly or indirectly affect hard disk health status and
others have statistical information.
According the S.M.A.R.T. specifications, when a problem is detected, the hard disk should work for at
least 24 hours to perform the data backup. But in many cases this time is not enough - that's why it is
important to recognize problems and prepare before it's too late.

Installation
Windows - 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP and 2000 Win Server - 2016, 2012, 2008, 2003 and 2000: no
preparations (for example installing third party packages) required before installation of HD Protector, it
can be installed immediately after the operating system first starts.
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Status window

By clicking on the "Show Status Window" button (3rd button in the button bar of the main window) it is
possible to toggle displaying a small status window. It contains the models, temperature and condition
values of installed hard disks. This status window is displayed always-on-top, above all other windows.
This way it is possible to monitor the current status of the disks.

Tray icon

After a fresh installation, an icon with temperature information is displayed for each hard disks (if the
temperature can be detected on the hard disk). The application displays high and higher temperatures by
using different colours: below 40 Celsius the background of the icon is green, between 44 and 49 the
temperature icon is yellow and above 49 it is red. Of course these thresholds and colours can be
configured based on the preferences of the user.
If the user double clicks (with left button) on any disk tray icon, the main window is displayed with
detailed information about all installed hard disks.

Disk Icon

A symbol according the hard disk health is displayed in ‘MY COMPUTER’ at the lower right corner of
the icons. By default, this symbol can be a green tick if the health is better than 85%. Between 85% and
75% a yellow exclamation mark is displayed and below 75% a red X is displayed on the icons of logical
disks. Of course these threshold values can be configured.
HD Protector should be active (running) to display the health symbol and the used space on the logical
disk icons. If it is not running, this extra information cannot be displayed.
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Quick menu



Show or hide the status window (the proper option is available).



Open the configuration page and set preferences.



Display temperature statistics of a hard disk.



Display detailed information about a hard disk in the main window (the previously selected
information panel will be displayed).



Display this help.

Main window
From the main window of HD Protector it is possible to access all features and functions by using the
main menu or the quick buttons.
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Under the quick buttons, on the left the installed physical hard disks (top panel) and the available logical
drives (bottom panel) are displayed. The horizontal splitter between the top and bottom lists can be used to
modify the size of the different panels. If any physical or logical disk is selected by the left mouse button,
the details of the disk or drive are displayed on the right, larger information panel.
In the selector panels, the lists of drives are updated periodically. This way the quick information of the
disks (temperature, condition or free space) reflects the actual, most recent status.

IDE, Serial ATA hard disk
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Log
For each hard disks installed in the system, HD Protector maintains a log. The degradations of the data
field of the most important S.M.A.R.T. attributes are saved into this log. These attributes are:


5: Reallocated Sectors Count.



10: Spin Retry Count.



196: Reallocation Event Count.



197: Current Pending Sector Count.



198: Off-Line Uncorrectable Sector Count.



199: Ultra ATA CRC Error Count (data transfer errors).

If a hard disk does not respond to the query of HD Protector for a longer time, it is also logged (if this
function is enabled on the advanced options page).

Alerts
The alerts generated by the hard disk are listed on this page.
The list contains both the event type (overheat, low health, failure predicted, etc) and the event date.
Only events with at least one associated alerts (sound alert and screen message etc) are logged and
displayed in this list.

Logical Drive
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On the information panel the details of the selected logical drive are displayed, including the associated
physical hard disk(s) (in case of a striped or mirrored volume the logical drive may be associated with
more physical disks), what is the volume type, name, serial number. The total and free space information
is also displayed in this window.

Hard disk drives
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Preferences

Status window
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Alerts

Thresholds / tray icon
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Message Settings

Configuration: Second Registration (Activation)
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Update

Advanced options
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Disk control

Hot keys
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Projects

Schedule
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Panic backup

Project settings
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Integration

Test report
From this page, it is possible to create a test report with detailed detection information. Such report may
have more information about the detected hard disks, their type and details. These information may help to
examine possible problems or to improve the application, so please send such reports
to Help@Yashdatacare.com
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General information
Why hard disk temperature is so important?
High speed hard disks, small and crowded chassis can cause very high temperatures. This means that the hard
disk is not able to cool down. Disk performance and reliability significantly decrease as temperature increases and
above 50 °C failure can occur any time. Disk manufacturers often limit the maximum operating temperature to 50
degree centigrade. However, it is recommended to keep your hard disks at lower temperature (approximately 35-40
°C is good) to increase their life time.
How HD Protector warns me in case of a problem?
Without any special setting, the tray icon immediately reflects the problem by flashing a red X icon. HD Protector
displays a tray icon bubble with the error and the hard disk. Optionally it is possible configure message alerts,
sound warnings and the software can turn off the computer to prevent further degradation. This version can also
execute any external application or start a (backup) operation immediately, for example to backup data immediately
from the failing drive to another.
The drive icons displayed in any application (for example, Windows Explorer) reflect the disk health status and free
space of the drive.
If the small status window is visible, the error of the problematic hard disk is displayed there. You can check the
details by inspecting the details and the full S.M.A.R.T. information table for the hard disk. The error is also logged
into the log of the hard disk.

Bubble over the system tray icon showing the problem

Tray icon showing Hard Disk Temperature and Helath

I have bad sectors and my disk health is 90%. Do I need to worry or ask for replacement drive?
It is important to know that any small, microscopic scratch or dust can cause some bad sectors on the disk surface.
It is hard to avoid all of these problems and it is possible that the drive is not 100% perfect, but the health is still
"excellent", so you do not need to worry about these sectors.
Especially, because these sectors are not used any more: the hard disk reallocated them and all read and write
operations are redirected to the spare area instead.
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The problem would start only when the number of these sectors increases (decreasing the health value of the disk).
HD Protector is the only software which is sensitive enough to detect the real number of problems and give textual
description based on the real status of the hard disk.
The important thing is that it can detect any slight decrease in the health. For example, you can be alerted and can
verify any (even very small) problems occurred with your hard disk - otherwise such problems may not be noticed,
until the disk failure appears.
If you are interested, please check the article describing How Hard Disk S.M.A.R.T. Works?

You can read about the problems with original SMART feature of the disk drives, and a possible solution built into
HD Protector. The example also shows the importance of being notified about all disk problems to prevent data loss
and costly data recovery.
You should not ask your vendor for replacement drive in this situation. Hard disk manufacturers define
different methods to verify when a hard disk should be replaced in terms of warranty: when they have "enough"
problems (not only bad sectors) to reach a specified threshold. At this time, the hard disk has usually serious
problems and may be seriously damaged which prevents data recovery. At this time, HD Protector displays hard
disk health is below 85%. You can ask for replacement hard disk only when the hard disk health is below
85%.
Hard disk health is low or recently changed or I just installed a new (used) hard disk. How can I perform a
deep analysis?
All problems found during the lifetime of hard disk are reported in the text description field for this hard disk. If the
hard disk health is not 100% and the text description shows problems (for example "bad sectors"), it is
recommended to click on the "?" button next to this field as it describes the current situation.
However, there may be even further problems which may not yet detected, for example on less frequently accessed
surface areas. To reveal any problems (and correct them), it is recommended to use the hard disk tests available in
HD Protector.
When the hard disk health changes, it is highly recommended an immediate backup of all stored data to
another hard disk prior any diagnostics.
In this situation, the most important is to verify if the hard disk status is stable (regardless of the health %) or if there
are further problems which may not be revealed yet. This determines if the drive can still be used or if replace is
required (warranty replacement is possible at below 85% health, when the number of problems reach the threshold
specified by the manufacturer).
Can the health be improved? Can it be restored to 100 %?

If the hard disk had weak sectors, their status can be improved during the tests. This may result in
increased health value - even to 100 % if there were no other problems found with the drive. In all other
cases, the health may decrease if the status of the drive is not stable and newer problems are revealed.
If the drive is stable: the health does not change even after many passes of the write tests, the previous
problems may be cleared on the S.M.A.R.T. page by using the Offset column. This way the health can
restore to 100 %.
Warranty replacement is possible only at below 85% health. If the health is higher (but still low) it is
recommended to start the tests (even many times) to reveal further, currently not detected problems.
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Why it is good to use the disk tests of HD Protector? Why it is not enough to simply copy files (to
force reallocation)?

During the tests in the software, the hard disks are under better control and monitoring compared to plain
file operations. The file system is unmounted to prevent the operating system and other software from
accessing the disk and the status of the file system (for example fragmentation) does not affect the test.
The performance of the blocks, retry count and disk health and temperature are all factors which are
continuously monitored during the tests. It is even possible to inspect the sector contents any time. Like
surgery is only possible in hospital - hard disk testing and repair has its own controlled environment.

What is the Action Message?

Then a text description of the current status of hard disk is displayed. HD Protector analyses the
S.M.A.R.T. attributes provided by the disk and by evaluating these values, it creates and displays a textual
rating. It may contain the number of problems encountered during the lifetime of the hard disk, the spin up
problems, the data transfer errors, etc. The background colour of this area (green, yellow, red) indicates
the health of the disk. The text area may contain tips to correct the problems so it is recommended to read
the details.

Surface test
By using this test, the surface of the hard disk can be examined with different methods. Some of these
methods are safe for the stored data but others are destructive: the stored information is permanently
erased during the test operation.

First it is required to select the hard disk and the test type to be started. The detailed description of the test
is displayed upon selection, and the software displays how the test affects stored data. It is strongly
recommended to read this information carefully before starting the test.
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Examples

The end of the usable data area is bad. The bad blocks form continuous areas, suspecting a serious surface
problem. Notice the yellow damaged block near the lower left corner: it is neighbor of a bad block and
will probably turn to bad at later use. Even non-damaged blocks are very slowly accessible. It is
recommended to check the location of the first problematic block with the mouse pointer and create
partition(s) which do not use the following area.

The hard disk showed many problems. It stopped during reading and writing operations and its health was
relatively low (30 %). There were different bad, damaged and slowly accessible blocks.
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The same disk after many "Reinitialize disk surface" tests. The weak sectors are fixed and the bad sectors
are reallocated (the health decreased to 20%) but the overall surface is improved and the disk can still be
used for some time (but not recommended to store important data because of the problems).

A typical low health (22 %) hard disk. Many write tests (especially the re-initialise disk surface test) can
improve the status but it is not recommended to use the first half of this drive (by creating partition(s) only
at the second half).

Email : www.hdprotector.co.in
Web : help@hdprotector.co.in
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